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Abstract

The current study addressed modality effects in a web-based Concealed Information Test (CIT) by asking participants to encode, and later conceal, crime-related details. Items were encoded and tested verbally or pictorially. A pilot ($N = 73$) and a preregistered study ($N = 158$) showed a robust interaction between encoding and testing modality: Items that were encoded and tested in the same modality were associated with better detection. Moreover, recognition of verbally encoded items could not be detected in a pictorial test. Our findings support the existence of a modality-congruency effect when subjects try to conceal their knowledge. In applied scenarios, the modality of test items should be matched to the modality in which crime-related details were encoded. Furthermore, a pictorial CIT might protect informed innocents if leakage happened verbally.
Pictures are better remembered and more easily recognized than their verbal counterparts. This so-called picture superiority effect is well-established and has been repeatedly demonstrated in the memory literature (e.g., Ensor et al., 2019; Kirkpatrick, 1894; Madigan, 2014). This phenomenon has been demonstrated in both recall and recognition tests (Bevan & Steger, 1971; Shepard, 1967) and is very robust. For example, in a study by Shepard (1967), participants studied over 500 words or pictures and were respectively 88% versus 97% accurate in a subsequent recognition test. Over the years, the picture superiority effect has received considerable attention from researchers, and the phenomenon has been applied in a range of areas requiring easy and accurate recall of information such as instructional design, advertising, and marketing communications (Childers & Houston, 1984; Sansgiry et al., 1997). However, despite the many demonstrations confirming the picture superiority effect, its underlying mechanism is still a subject of discussion. Theories explaining pictures’ mnemonic advantage can be roughly divided into those attributing the effect to a perceptual processing advantage of pictures and those attributing it to a conceptual processing advantage of pictures (for a review, see Stenberg, 2006).

According to perceptual theories, the picture superiority effect can be attributed to a richer perceptual encoding of pictures (Stenberg, 2006). While words are constrained to letters, phonemes, and orthographic conventions, pictures have no such constraints or limits (Nelson et al., 1979). As a result, there is more representational variability from picture to picture than from word to word, leading to enhanced distinctiveness of pictures and easier recall or recognition. Paivio’s (1971) dual-code theory, one of the earliest and most influential accounts of this effect, distinguishes between verbal and nonverbal (e.g., visual, auditory, haptic) memory pathways. According to this theory, words tend to be processed only via the verbal
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pathway, whereas pictures can be encoded through both routes. That is, words only evoke a
ergal code, but pictures can activate both the image and its verbal label (e.g., “dog”) and are
therefore more easily retrieved and recalled.

Conceptual theories, on the other hand, claim that the processing of pictures involves
greater semantic elaboration than the processing of words (Stenberg, 2006). Accordingly, the
transfer-appropriate processing theory assumes that cognitive operations performed during
encoding are reinstated during retrieval (Rugg et al., 2015). Since a typical memory test such
as a recall or recognition test requires deliberate recollection of prior experience, they have a
mostly conceptual nature, which invokes subjects’ semantic knowledge. As picture encoding
also invokes greater semantic elaboration, pictures have an advantage at test as compared to
words, resulting in an overall better performance for pictures in most recall and recognition
tests (Weldon et al., 1989).

The effect of presentation modality is particularly interesting in the context of
memory detection tests. For example, in a situation where one tries to detect whether a
suspect has implicating crime knowledge, it is important to know how the test items should
ideally be presented (i.e., verbally or pictorially) and whether this is moderated by the way
the perpetrator originally encoded the crime items. This question is especially important
because in memory detection, people are deliberately suppressing or hiding their memories
instead of trying to retrieve them (as in classical research about the picture superiority effect).
Although the picture superiority effect is a reliable and reproducible phenomenon, it has been
shown to be constrained by some limiting conditions. The test circumstances, for example,
have been shown capable of abolishing or even reversing the picture superiority effect
(Weldon & Roediger, 1987).

The Concealed Information Test (CIT) is a promising technique used for memory
detection when subjects try to conceal their knowledge. Concealed knowledge is detected by
comparing the examinees’ responses to a crime-relevant item (e.g., the murder weapon) to multiple, equally plausible control options (e.g., “A revolver? A rope? A lead pipe? A candlestick?”). A guilty suspect is assumed to have specific crime-related knowledge and is therefore expected to respond differently to the crime-related item than to the control items. An innocent examinee, on the other hand, will not recognize the crime-related item and should therefore respond similarly to all presented items. After decades of research, it is well established that the CIT provides a valid tool for the detection of "knowledgeable" individuals (e.g., Meijer et al., 2014; Suchotzki et al., 2017) and is nowadays used in criminal investigations in Japan (Osugi, 2011).

A few studies have explored modality effects in the CIT (Ambach et al., 2010; Ben-Shakhar et al., 1996; Rosenfeld et al., 2015; Seymour & Kerlin, 2008). Both Ambach et al. (2010) and Seymour and Kerlin (2008) manipulated modality at test (but not at encoding) using autonomic and brain electrical measures and Reaction Times (RT) respectively. They both found no differences between verbal versus pictorial presentation. However, since these studies did not manipulate modality at encoding, they could not examine possible effects of encoding modality and congruency between encoding and testing modalities. Rosenfeld and colleagues (2015) applied the CIT with brain electrical measures and recommended that CIT examiners should always use pictorial presentations at testing, because they found that the use of pictorial presentation was always more effective, regardless of the encoding modality. However, these suggestions were based on data from only 11 participants. Lastly, Ben-Shakhar et al. (1996) used a modified version of the CIT based on electrodermal measures and found a complete generalization across modalities. Neither encoding modality nor test modality affected electrodermal responsivity in the
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Pilot

Method

This study was approved by the ethical committee of the Social and Behavioral Sciences faculty at the University of Amsterdam and registered as number 2020-CP-11832. The protocol was carried out in accordance with the provisions of the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki. The pilot was not preregistered. All materials, data, and analytic scripts have been made publicly available and can be accessed at https://osf.io/84eas/.

Participants

Ninety-six participants took part in the experiment via the online crowdsourcing platform Prolific (https://www.prolific.co). Because of possible age-related differences in lying proficiency and executive control (Debey et al., 2015), only participants between 18 and 45 years old were eligible to participate in the study. They received £2.50 for their participation and had the chance to obtain a bonus of £1 if they would beat the lie detector
test (i.e., if they would have a dCIT < 0.2; see Kleinberg & Verschuere, 2015).

Out of these 96 participants, we excluded 4 participants because they terminated the experiment before it ended, 1 participant who did not recognize any of the crime-related items during the crime recognition check (see below), 1 participant who responded incorrectly to all items during the verbal test block, and another 17 participants because they had error rates above 50% for at least one stimulus type (i.e., target, crime-related, or control item). The final sample size contained 73 participants (70% male, 29% female, 1% other) with a mean age of 24 years ($SD = 6$ years, range 18-43 years). Participants' nationality was mainly Portuguese (27%), Polish (16%), or Italian (10%), and most participants indicated Portuguese (29%), Polish (16%), or English (16%) as their native language.

**Procedure**

All participants gave informed consent before taking part in the study. The task was computerized (programmed in Inquisit 5.0), completed online, and can be found at https://osf.io/sqv67/. In the first phase of the experiment (i.e., the encoding phase), participants were asked to read and imagine a crime story that contained two verbal and two pictorial crime-related items (see below). Subsequently, all participants completed a memory game to ensure that all crime-related items were sufficiently encoded. In this memory game, participants had to flip virtual cards containing the crime-related items from the crime story in order to find the four matching pairs. In the second phase of the experiment (i.e., the test phase), participants had to try to hide their crime knowledge in an RT-CIT task (see below). This task consisted of two blocks: A verbal block in which the items were presented as written words and a pictorial block in which the items were presented as pictures. An illustration of a typical encoding and test phase can be found in Figure 1. After
completing both blocks, participants were informed that the lie detection test had ended and were asked to respond honestly to all subsequent questions. To guarantee that participants still remembered the actual crime-related items, recognition was assessed by asking the participants to select each item they had seen in the crime story from a set of five items (the actual crime-related item and four control items) from the same category (e.g., all murder weapons), all presented in the modality in which the crime-related item was encoded. At the end of the experiment, participants provided demographic information about their age, gender, home country, and native language. The entire study was conducted in English.

**Figure 1**

*Illustration of the experimental procedure consisting of an encoding phase (crime story) and a test phase (including a pictorial and a verbal block)*

**Materials**

**Crime Stories.** To avoid stimulus-specific effects, we created four different profiles. These profiles determined which items were crime-related, target, or control items and which items were presented verbally or pictorially during the encoding phase for each participant (i.e., items that were crime-related/presented verbally for one participant were control
items/presented pictorially for another). Participants were counterbalanced over these four profiles and received their crime story accordingly. The four crime stories included information about four crime-related categories: Murder weapon, stolen item, pet of the victim, and mode of transport. Of these crime-related items, two were presented as written words and two as images (see Figure 2 for an example; the four crime stories can be found at https://osf.io/bwc5d/). Participants were asked to read the story carefully. Afterward, there was a 20 seconds time interval in which participants were prompted to recall the four crime-related items. Subsequently, participants read the crime story again and filled possible memory gaps.

Figure 2

*Illustration of one of the four crime stories*

Imagine you committed a crime. When you entered the house, you were startled by the victim's pet, a 🐱. The victim was found later that day. You killed her with a rope. Before you left the scene, you also stole a 🕳️. You then fled from the crime scene on the metro.

**RT-CIT.** Before the beginning of the RT-CIT, participants were instructed to conceal their knowledge of the crime-related items presented in the crime story. We informed them that if they would succeed to do this, they would obtain a monetary bonus. Then, a new set of four target items from the same categories as the crime-related items (i.e., one murder weapon, one stolen item, one pet, and one mode of transport) was introduced. Participants were instructed to memorize these targets.
During the RT-CIT task, crime-related items and targets were presented pseudo-randomly (see below) within a series of control items. Participants were prompted with the question “Do you recognize this item?” and instructed to respond ‘yes’ to target items and ‘no’ to all other stimuli (i.e., crime-related items and control items) by pressing the corresponding buttons on their keyboard as quickly as possible (i.e., ‘q’ and ‘p’ respectively). This procedure introduces a so-called stimulus-response incompatibility: Participants have to override their automatically activated response to the crime-related items (i.e., report crime-related items as recognized) and initiate the correct response instead (i.e., treat crime-related items as unrecognized, control items), a process that is known to be time-consuming and error-prone (see Verschuere & De Houwer, 2011). However, note that labeling an item as (un)recognized might not be a crucial aspect in the RT-CIT (Lukács & Ansorge, 2019). The targets are used to ensure attention to the stimuli and ensure that participants would not answer ‘no’ to all items.

As in Kleinberg and Verschuere (2015), all items were presented for 1500ms on the screen with randomly varying inter-stimulus intervals of either 250ms, 500ms, or 750ms to reduce anticipation and prepared responding. If no button was pressed 800ms after an item was displayed, the words “TOO SLOW” appeared for 200ms above the stimulus. If the participant pressed the wrong key (e.g., indicating ‘yes’ for a crime-related item), the words “WRONG” appeared for 200ms below the displayed item.

The test part of the RT-CIT was divided into two blocks, a verbal block, and a pictorial block. Each block contained instructions, training, and testing in one modality. The order of the blocks (first the verbal or first the pictorial) was counterbalanced across participants. Each block started with a training phase to familiarize participants with the RT-CIT task. This training phase consisted of three stages of 12 trials that became increasingly similar to the testing phase in terms of response limitations and feedback (see Table 1). In
order to pass each stage of the training phase, participants had to meet certain accuracy and/or RT criteria. In stage 1 of the training phase, participants had to reach an overall target accuracy of 50%. In stage 2, we also required responses to be slower than 150ms on at least 20% of the trials to prevent participants from pressing the same button continuously. In stage 3, participants also needed to obtain an average RT that was faster than 800ms before they could move on to the testing phase. Participants had one re-attempt per stage if they failed to meet the criteria in their first attempt. After two unsuccessful attempts within the same training stage of the first modality section, the experiment was automatically terminated, since this indicated bad compliance with the task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Trials</th>
<th>Stimulus duration</th>
<th>Accuracy feedback</th>
<th>Response time feedback</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training 1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Self-paced</td>
<td>“WRONG”</td>
<td>No feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training 2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1500ms</td>
<td>“WRONG”</td>
<td>No feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training 3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1500ms</td>
<td>“WRONG”</td>
<td>“TOO SLOW”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>1500ms</td>
<td>“WRONG”</td>
<td>“TOO SLOW”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the training phase, the test trials started. Forty-eight unique stimuli were used (i.e., 24 written words and 24 images), of which eight were crime-related (i.e., four verbal, four pictorial), eight were targets (four verbal, four pictorial), and 32 were control items (16 verbal, 16 pictorial). Participants completed 240 trials in each of the two modality blocks. That is, all 24 items of the respective modality were presented in a random order and this process was repeated ten times. An overview of the test stimuli per crime story can be found at https://osf.io/p3xyf/.
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General Overview of Data Analyses

In all data analyses, we only included trials with a correct response (i.e., ‘no’ for crime-related and control items) with RTs between 150ms and 800ms. We employed a within-subjects design: Each participant encoded verbal and pictorial stimuli and encountered both modalities in the test phase. That is, item modality (i.e., verbal versus pictorial) at encoding and at testing were the independent variables. The dependent variable was the standardized difference in RT (in milliseconds) between the crime-related and control items per participant (i.e., the CIT effect; \( d_{\text{CIT}} = \frac{M_{\text{RT}(\text{crime-related})} - M_{\text{RT}(\text{control})}}{SD_{\text{RT}(\text{control})}} \); see also Kleinberg & Verschuere, 2015).

We tested our hypotheses by performing a 2 by 2 Bayesian repeated-measures (RM) ANOVA on the dCIT scores, with Encoding modality (verbal versus pictorial) and Test modality (verbal versus pictorial) as the two factors. In a (Bayesian) RM ANOVA, the same set of participants is tested multiple times under different conditions, after which is assessed whether there is a difference in means between the conditions. The Bayesian approach of an RM ANOVA compares the predictive performance of different models. The models under consideration are the null model, where there are no differences between the conditions (i.e., no effect), and the alternative models, where there are differences between the conditions (i.e., there is an effect). There are four alternative models in our analysis: The model with only a main effect of encoding, the model with only a main effect of testing, the model with two main effects (encoding and testing), and the model with two main effects (encoding and testing) and their interaction. For each model, a Bayes Factor (BF) is computed. This BF reflects how likely the data are under that model compared to the null model. BF\(_{01}\) shows evidence in favor of the null model and BF\(_{10}\) shows evidence in favor of an alternative model. Subsequently, we performed follow-up post hoc comparisons (Bayesian t-tests controlled for multiplicity). After comparing the different models, we compared the different effects. For
each effect (i.e., both main effects and the interaction effect), we computed a $BF_{inclusion}$ reflecting a comparison of all models containing a particular effect to those without the effect. In other words, $BF_{inclusion}$ can be interpreted as the evidence in the data for including an effect or interaction, similar to $BF_{10}$ in the case of simple comparisons (see also van den Bergh et al., 2020). Lastly, we checked whether there was a CIT effect present in each modality condition. Therefore, we performed both a one-tailed paired samples t-test and a Bayesian one-tailed paired samples t-test on the crime-related-control item difference (in ms). For all analyses, we used JASP’s default prior $r$ scale of 0.5 for fixed effects in the Bayesian RM ANOVA and the default Cauchy scale of 0.707 for all follow-up Bayesian paired sample $t$-tests.

In the RT-CIT task, error rates tend to be less reliable and valid than RTs due to floor effects (i.e., often <5% errors; see Kleinberg & Verschuere, 2015). For the sake of completion, results for error rates can be found at https://osf.io/7gh89/ for the pilot and https://osf.io/ru8eb/ for study 1.

Results

Modality Effects

Using a Bayesian RM ANOVA, the alternative model that included the two main effects Encoding and Testing and their interaction turned out to be the best performing model. The BF indicated that the data are 82.27 times more likely under that model than under the null model. The data showed substantial evidence for the main effect of Encoding ($BF_{inclusion} = 3.65$), and also our post hoc comparison showed anecdotal evidence for a difference between verbally and pictorially encoded items ($BF_{10} = 2.08$), such that items encoded as pictures ($M_{dCIT} = 0.26; SD_{dCIT} = 0.45$) yielded larger dCIT scores than items encoded as words ($M_{dCIT} = 0.13; SD_{dCIT} = 0.39$). However, a Bayesian comparison between the Pictorial-Pictorial and the Verbal-
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Verbal condition showed substantial evidence for the absence of a difference (BF\textsubscript{01} = 4.83). We found decisive evidence for the presence of an interaction between Encoding and Testing (BF\textsubscript{inclusion} = 104.82). dCIT scores were larger when there was a match between encoding and test modality (M\textsubscript{dCIT} = 0.28; SD\textsubscript{dCIT} = 0.48) than when there was a mismatch in modalities (M\textsubscript{dCIT} = 0.11; SD\textsubscript{dCIT} = 0.34). Lastly, we found substantial evidence for the absence of an effect of Testing (BF\textsubscript{exclusion} = 4.55), which was also confirmed in our post hoc comparison (BF\textsubscript{01} = 6.75). The results are summarized in Figure 3.

**Figure 3**

*Standardized differences between response times to crime-related and control stimuli (dCIT scores) for verbal versus pictorial encoding and testing in the pilot and in study 1.*

![Graph showing CIT Effect for each Modality Combination](image)

**Note.** Error bars represent standard errors.

**CIT Effect for each Modality Combination**

We examined whether RT-based CIT effects were present in each modality condition and which modality condition yielded the largest CIT effect (i.e., Pictorial-Pictorial, Verbal-Verbal, Verbal-Pictorial, or Pictorial-Verbal). Descriptive statistics (means and standard deviations of RTs of crime-related items and control items, the corresponding effect size, its 95% confidence interval (CI), and the corresponding BF) can be found in Table 2. Our results indicate the presence of a CIT effect in the Pictorial-Pictorial condition (M\textsubscript{dCIT} = 0.32; SD\textsubscript{dCIT} = 0.48).
MODALITY EFFECTS

= 0.54), the Verbal-Verbal condition ($M_{dCIT} = 0.25; SD_{dCIT} = 0.41$), and the Pictorial-
Verbal condition ($M_{dCIT} = 0.20; SD_{dCIT} = 0.33$), but not in the Verbal-Pictorial
condition ($M_{dCIT} = 0.02; SD_{dCIT} = 0.33$), suggesting that participants did not convert
verbal information to pictorial information.

Table 2
Overview of Reaction Time-Based Crime-related-Control item Differences for each Modality Combination in the
Pilot Study (N=73)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Crime-related</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>$d$ [95% CI]</th>
<th>$BF_{10}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M$ (SD)</td>
<td>$M$ (SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial – Pictorial</td>
<td>482 (59)</td>
<td>457 (37)</td>
<td>0.60 [0.38, $\infty$]</td>
<td>11 210.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal – Verbal</td>
<td>504 (65)</td>
<td>480 (49)</td>
<td>0.60 [0.39, $\infty$]</td>
<td>11 922.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial – Verbal</td>
<td>499 (65)</td>
<td>480 (49)</td>
<td>0.59 [0.38, $\infty$]</td>
<td>8 802.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal – Pictorial</td>
<td>459 (49)</td>
<td>457 (37)</td>
<td>0.08 [-0.11, $\infty$]</td>
<td>4.17*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Across modalities</td>
<td>486 (62)</td>
<td>468 (45)</td>
<td>0.48 [0.37, $\infty$]</td>
<td>7.96 x 10^{11}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Reaction times are given in milliseconds. Cohen’s $d$ expresses the size of the RT difference between crime-
related items and control items. A Cohen’s $d$ of 0.20 can be interpreted as a small effect, a Cohen’s $d$ of 0.50 as a
medium effect, and a Cohen’s $d$ of 0.80 as a large effect (Cohen, 1988). The $BF_{10}$ expresses how much more likely
the alternative model is (participants were slower for crime-related items than for control items) than the null model.

*Reported number is $BF_{01}$ which shows evidence for the null.

Study 1

The pilot showed that congruency in modality between encoding and testing
was associated with better detection than incongruency and that it was easier to detect
recognition of items that were encoded as pictures than items that were encoded as
written words. Importantly, our results suggest that participants did not convert verbal
information to pictorial information: Participants did not show recognition when items
were tested as pictures but encoded as words. To test the robustness of these findings
and to rule out the possibility that the pilot’s results were due to the use of a mostly
non-native English-speaking sample, we recruited a new sample that consisted of 50%
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native English speakers and 50% non-native English speakers in study 1.

Method

The method of study 1 was identical to that of the pilot with the only exception that we now collected a sample comprised of 50% native English speakers and 50% non-English speakers. The study was preregistered (https://osf.io/vrkfq). All materials, data, and analytic scripts have been made publicly available and can be accessed at https://osf.io/84eas/.

Participants

As described in our preregistration, we first opened up the experiment to 100 participants on Prolific. For 50 of these, we required their native language to be English, for the other 50, we allowed every native language except English. Eligibility was restricted to participants between the ages of 18 and 45. Then, after applying our preregistered exclusion criteria (see below), we ran a 2 (encoding: verbal versus pictorial) by 2 (testing: verbal versus pictorial) Bayesian RM ANOVA on the dCIT scores in JASP. The decision to stop collecting data was based on the BF of the main effect of encoding and the BF of the interaction effect (by adding the main effects of encoding and testing as nuisance variables to the null model). We planned that once we would reach substantial evidence for either the alternative hypothesis (i.e., BF$_{10}$ larger than 5) or the null hypothesis (i.e., BF$_{10}$ smaller than 1/5) for both models (i.e., the main effect of encoding and the interaction between encoding and testing), we would stop testing, otherwise we would open up the experiment for another 100 participants (Schönbrodt et al., 2017). We intended to repeat this procedure until we would reach substantial evidence for both models for either the null or the alternative hypothesis or until we would have tested N = 500. We reached substantial evidence favoring the alternative hypotheses for both models after opening up the experiment two times for 100 participants. In total, we recruited 196 participants. Participants received £2 as compensation and an additional £1 bonus payment when they would beat the lie detector test (i.e., dCIT < 0.2; see
Kleinberg & Verschuere, 2015).

Based on our preregistered exclusion criteria, we excluded 6 participants because they terminated the experiment, 4 participants because they did not recognize any crime-related items by the end of the experiment, 2 participants due to high (>50%) error rates on at least one experimental test (i.e., verbal or pictorial, both participants had less than 50% accuracy on the verbal block), and another 26 participants due to high (>50%) error rates on at least one item type (i.e., target, crime-related, or control item; additionally, 1 participant who had less than 50% accuracy on the verbal block also had less than 50% accuracy for an item type). Our final sample consisted of 158 participants (49% men, 48% women, 2% other gender, and 1% preferred not to say) with a mean age of 26 years ($SD = 7$ years, range 18-45 years). Most participants indicated to be of British (32 %), Portuguese (13%), or Polish (13%) nationality, and most reported English (47%), Portuguese (13%), or Polish (13%) as their native language.

**Results**

**Confirmatory Analyses**

The BF indicated that the data were $2.98 \times 10^7$ times more likely under the alternative model that included both main effects of Encoding and Testing and their interaction than under the null model. The $BF_{inclusion}$ indicated strong evidence for an effect of Encoding ($BF_{inclusion} = 10.77$) and the post hoc comparison indicated substantial evidence for a difference between verbal and pictorial encoding ($BF_{10} = 8.01$). Items that were encoded as pictures yielded a higher CIT effect ($M_{dCIT} = 0.17; SD_{dCIT} = 0.40$) than items that were encoded as words ($M_{dCIT} = 0.08; SD_{dCIT} = 0.41$). However, a Bayesian comparison between the Pictorial-Pictorial and the Verbal-Verbal condition showed substantial evidence for the absence of a difference ($BF_{01} =$
In addition, the analysis indicated decisive evidence for the model with the interaction effect between Encoding and Testing ($BF_{\text{inclusion}} = 5.27 \times 10^6$). That is, modality congruency between encoding and testing items (i.e., the Pictorial-Pictorial and Verbal-Verbal conditions) resulted in larger dCIT scores ($M_{dCIT} = 0.21; SD_{dCIT} = 0.43$) than incongruent modality combinations (i.e., the Pictorial-Verbal and Verbal-Pictorial conditions; $M_{dCIT} = 0.03; SD_{dCIT} = 0.36$). Lastly, we found anecdotal evidence for the absence of an effect of Testing ($BF_{\text{exclusion}} = 1.89$), which was also confirmed in our post hoc comparison ($BF_{01} = 2.23$). Our findings are summarized in Figure 3.

**Exploratory Analyses**

**CIT Effect for each Modality Combination.** We also tested whether each item modality combination induced a CIT effect and which combination yielded the largest CIT effect. Descriptive statistics (means and standard deviations of RTs of crime-related items and control items, the corresponding effect size, its 95% CI, and the corresponding BF) can be found in Table 3. The results indicate the presence of a CIT effect in the Pictorial-Pictorial condition ($M_{dCIT} = 0.23; SD_{dCIT} = 0.42$), the Verbal-Verbal condition ($M_{dCIT} = 0.19; SD_{dCIT} = 0.45$), and the Pictorial-Verbal condition ($M_{dCIT} = 0.11; SD_{dCIT} = 0.38$), but not in the Verbal-Pictorial condition ($M_{dCIT} = -0.04; SD_{dCIT} = 0.32$), suggesting that participants did not convert verbal to pictorial information.
To examine possible language effects, we performed a 2 (Encoding: verbal versus pictorial, within-subjects) by 2 (Testing: verbal versus pictorial, within-subjects) by 2 (Language: native versus foreign, between-subjects) Bayesian RM ANOVA on the dCIT scores. We found substantial evidence for the absence of a three-way interaction between Encoding, Testing, and Language ($BF_{inclusion} = 4.55$), suggesting native versus non-native language did not moderate the effect. A more detailed discussion of the results of this exploratory analysis can be found at https://osf.io/zwfx8/.

**Discussion**

The goal of this study was to examine modality effects in concealed memory detection. Our first aim was to investigate whether item modality at encoding would influence the CIT effect. Next, we examined whether the CIT effect is affected by (in)congruency between item modalities at encoding and testing. Our results were qualified by a robust interaction between encoding and test modality. That is,
congruent item modalities at encoding and testing yielded larger CIT effects, while incongruent modality combinations resulted in a comparatively lower (for Pictorial-Verbal) or even absent (for Verbal-Pictorial) CIT effect.

**Perceptual Processing**

Although the presence of the interaction limits its generalizability, items that were encoded pictorially were easier to detect than items that were encoded verbally, especially when testing was done using pictures. Moreover, no conversion across modalities was observed when items were encoded as words. These findings are in line with the dual code theory (Paivio, 1971), which suggests that pictures are processed via both the verbal and nonverbal memory pathways and are therefore stored as an image (e.g., picture of a dog) and its corresponding label (e.g., “dog”). In comparison, words only invoke a verbal code (e.g., “dog”). Therefore, items that were encoded as pictures were more accessible at testing, resulting in a larger CIT effect for encoded pictures than encoded words. Furthermore, if participants only store a word as its verbal code, but are then prompted with the corresponding picture, retrieval is hampered, resulting in the lack of a CIT effect in the Verbal-Pictorial condition. Similarly, the dual code theory also explains the CIT effect in the incongruent Pictorial-Verbal condition. Encoded pictures invoke both a visual and a verbal code: Even if participants are prompted with the corresponding word during testing, they can still retrieve the accompanying verbal code from memory.

**Conceptual Processing**

The finding that congruent item modality at encoding and testing resulted in a larger CIT effect than incongruent item modality is consistent with the transfer-appropriate processing account. This theory assumes that the cognitive processes performed during encoding are recapitulated at retrieval (see Rugg et al., 2015). Therefore, this theory predicts better memory performance when the type of processing is shared between encoding and
retrieval. In the context of the current experiment, congruent item modalities at encoding and testing (Pictorial-Pictorial or Verbal-Verbal) resulted in higher CIT effects. Previous research using the RT-CIT have found similar results: Items that were encoded on a categorical (e.g., car) or exemplar level (e.g., Citroën) incurred the largest CIT effect if the test modality was congruent (i.e., category-category or exemplar-exemplar; see Geven et al., 2019). Also in memory literature, it has been shown that similarities between study and testing are important determinants of memory performance (e.g., Stenberg et al., 1995; Weldon & Roediger, 1987). The current results are inconsistent with the results reported by Ben-Shakhar et al. (1996) that revealed a complete generalization of the skin conductance CIT effect from the verbal to the pictorial mode and vice versa. This inconsistency may be related to the use of very different dependent measures (skin conductance versus response time) which could be driven by different underlying mechanisms (e.g., klein Selle et al., 2016, 2017). Future studies will be needed to resolve this issue.

**Practical Implications**

Our results suggest that examiners should consider in which modality a guilty suspect likely encoded crime-related information and present items in a congruent modality during the test. This way, the detection efficiency of the RT-CIT could be maximized. Since it can be challenging to find out how a suspect encoded crime information, future research could examine the possibility of presenting pictorial and verbal items simultaneously at testing (e.g., a picture of the victim’s dog with the word “dog” printed below or above the picture).

The current findings also bear significance to one of the biggest challenges in CIT: The leakage problem. The notion that only guilty suspects have knowledge about a crime is, unfortunately, not always the case. Through newspapers, social
media, or even during interrogation itself, innocent suspects may be exposed to critical details of the crime. Since the CIT only detects whether a suspect has knowledge of particular aspects of a crime, but not how this knowledge was acquired, leakage of information can induce an enhanced response to the crime-related items in informed innocent participants (Bradley et al., 2011). Based on our results, it could be assumed that if the perpetrator encoded crime-related aspects pictorially (i.e., visually) at the crime scene, while an innocent suspect only read or heard about the crime in a verbal form, then a pictorial CIT could protect the innocent suspect from being falsely accused. It can be argued that leakage is not always limited to a purely verbal form and encoding of a crime is not always limited to a pictorial form. For instance, leakage can also occur through pictures or videos of the crime, and certain crime-related information could be encoded verbally by the perpetrator (e.g., what was said in an extortion or threat, or the name of a city). However, since it is much more likely that leakage occurs verbally, and, arguably, almost all crime-related details are encoded pictorially, the promising lack of conversion from verbal to pictorial information found in the current study could possibly protect informed innocents in a pictorial CIT. We argue that the better the match between test and encoding, the better the CIT will be able to detect the guilty and protect the innocent. Related, in a study by Norman et al. (2020), crime scenes that were revisited in virtual reality resulted in even better concealed recognition than 2D images of these crime scenes.

**Limitations**

A possible limitation of the current study could be the fact that the stimuli were not split into crime-related, target, or control item in a fully randomized manner. We prevented stimulus-specific effects by preparing four profiles so that items that were crime-related for one participant were control items for another. However, it is still theoretically possible that the items that were crime-related in each profile were simply more salient or took more
processing time for some reason than the other items. Furthermore, as images have many varying properties, it is difficult to properly compare them to verbal equivalents in a manner that can be safely applied to other image types (e.g. from drawings in the current study to photographs or even virtual reality), limiting the generalizability of the reported results.

**Conclusion**

The current study demonstrated that successful detection of crime knowledge with the RT-CIT depends on the way items are encoded and tested. We found evidence for a robust effect of modality congruence. That is, our results suggest that the CIT effect can be maximized if the testing modality is congruent to the encoding modality. Interestingly, we also found no conversion from verbal encoding to pictorial testing. When participants encoded the crime-related items verbally and were tested with pictorial representation of the items, crime-knowledge was not detected. These results are in line with the principles of the dual code and transfer-appropriate processing account and highlight the involvement of both perceptual, but in particular conceptual memory processing in the RT-CIT.
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